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THE PHILOSOPHY
Epidemiological studies show that fruit and vegetables play a key role in maintaining health. On
the other hand, large-scale intervention trials with
single, fragmented and, in some cases, highly dosed
nutrients such as vitamins were not able to reproduce these positive results, which would have
been expected on the basis of the epidemiological
data. Quite the contrary: many of these vitamin
studies have even provided evidence to suggest
negative and harmful effects.
Today’s knowledge suggests that a gigantic
“orchestra” of micronutrients, such as thousands
of phytonutrients, is responsible for the protective

role of fruit and vegetables. This insight led to the
development of Juice PLUS+ about 20 years ago.
Through the use of the juice and pulp of selected
fruit and vegetable varieties, supplemented by
other natural ingredients, Juice PLUS+ was composed to provide this “orchestra” of micronutrients
in all its abundance. Juice PLUS+ offers a genuine
alternative to typical food supplement products.
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THE PRODUCT
MANUFACTURE
Juice PLUS+ contains the essential ingredients of
juice and pulp from selected fruit and vegetable
varieties in dried form. Fruits (apples, oranges, pineapples, cranberries, acerola cherries, peaches,
papayas, dates and plums), berries (blue grapes,
pomegranate, bilberries, blueberries, blackberries,
elderberries, raspberries, cranberries, blackcurrants) and vegetables (carrots, parsley, turnips,
broccoli, kale, white cabbage, tomatoes, spinach
and garlic), which have been chosen for their high
nutrient content, are the basis of the product
and an important source of phytonutrients from
wholefood.

Most of the fruits, vegetables and berries used in
Juice PLUS+ are cultivated in North America; other
areas lie in South America and also in Central and
Northern Europe.
The aim of the entire production process – from
the harvest through juice extraction, to drying
and further processing – is to ensure that as many
phytonutrients as possible are preserved.
This is achieved by the optimisation of all processes and by a proprietary drying process, which is
uncompromisingly tailored to meet this objective.
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PRODUCTION STANDARDS
AND QUALITY ASSURANCE
The highest of quality and safety standards are
maintained throughout the production, packaging
and distribution of Juice PLUS+ products. These
ensure that the customer receives a high-quality
and safe product.
To this end, the production facilities are inspected
regularly to ensure that they meet or exceed the
regulatory requirements of all the different countries where Juice PLUS+ is marketed. This includes
certification of facility compliance with applicable
Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) guidelines.
These are internationally accepted guidelines for
quality assurance of manufacturing processes and
conditions used in the production of pharmaceuticals, as well as food products such as food supplements and dietetic foods. The facility in Switzerland
where European Juice PLUS+ is made has been
GMP Certified by Swissmedic (Swiss Agency for
Therapeutic Products). The production facilities in
the United States are GMP Certified by NSF International for products sold in North America and
Japan, in addition to the Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA) for products sold in Australia.

Competitive athletes can take Juice PLUS+ with
confidence because The Juice PLUS+ COMPANY
takes great care to provide them with assurance
that Juice PLUS+ is free of banned substances.
In Europe, Juice PLUS+ is certified as a product
on the “Kölner Liste” (regularly tested for the
presence of banned doping substances – see
www.koelnerliste.com), and the production facility is certified under the strict requirements for
manufacturing doping-free products according to
the “Informed Sport” programme (further information at www.informed-sport.com).

In Europe, we initiated an independent review of
the quality of our European fruit, vegetable and
berry capsules with a company in Germany. SGS
INSTITUT FRESENIUS, is a reputable and independent company, providing assurance of quality
and safety. The “Fresenius Quality Seal” has been
in existence for over 30 years in Germany and
surrounding countries and is well respected by consumers. After a thorough assessment of documentation, comprehensive product testing and
detailed inspection of our manufacturing facilities,
this seal has been awarded to our European Juice
PLUS+ capsules providing further evidence of
quality for all European Juice PLUS+ capsules. For
more information on the Fresenius Quality Seal,
visit HYPERLINK www.qualitaetssiegel.net.
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JUICE PLUS+ RESEARCH
Since the publication of the first clinical study with Juice PLUS+ in 1996, more than 25 clinical trials have
been carried out with Juice PLUS+ at leading universities and teaching hospitals around the world.
Research institutions at which clinical studies with Juice PLUS+ have been carried out
Academisch Centrum Tandheelkunde, Amsterdam
(Academic Centre of Dentistry), The Netherlands

University of Mississippi Medical Center, USA

Brigham Young University, Provo, USA

University of South Carolina, USA

Charité University Medical Centre, Berlin, Germany

University of Sydney, Australien

Georgetown University, Washington D.C., USA

University of Texas Health Science Center, USA

King’s College, London, England

University of Texas /MD Anderson Cancer Center, USA

Medical University of Graz, Austria

University of Toronto, Canada

Medical University of Vienna, Austria

University of Milan, Italy

Tokyo Women’s Medical University, Japan

University of Witten-Herdecke, Germany

University of Arizona, USA

University of Würzburg, Germany

University of Birmingham, England

Wake Forest University, USA
(jointly with the National Institute of Health (NCI))

University of North Carolina Greensboro, USA

University of California, Los Angeles, USA
University of Florida, USA

Yale University Griffin Hospital Prevention
Research Center, USA

University of Maryland School of Medicine, USA

The findings of these studies have been published in numerous peer-reviewed journals specifically for
nutritionists, sports physiologists, cardiologists, and other scientists.
Journals in which Juice PLUS+ studies have been published
Asia Pacific Journal of Clinical Nutrition

Journal of Human Nutrition and Dietetics

British Journal of Nutrition

Journal of Nutrition

Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine

Medicine & Science in Sports & Exercise

Current Therapeutic Research

Molecular Nutrition & Food Research

Evidence Based Complementary & Alternative Medicine (eCAM)

Nutrition Journal

Integrative Medicine

Nutrition Research

International Journal of Food Sciences and Nutrition

Skin Pharmacology and Physiology

Journal of the American College of Cardiology

Journal of Pediatrics

Journal of the American College of Nutrition

Gynecologic Oncology

Journal of Clinical Periodontology
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The Juice PLUS+ COMPANY plays a pioneering
role within the food supplements sector with its
product-specific human intervention studies. The
development started with initial pilot studies and
has continued with studies designed in accordance
with the strictest scientific criteria (this means,
wherever possible, double-blind, randomised and
placebo-controlled intervention trials).
We thus have very meaningful results on the
product itself.
The studies are being primarily carried out in
those areas of research associated with nutrition
as a protection factor.

Overview of research areas involving Juice PLUS+
•

Bioavailability

•

Oxidative stress and cell protection

•

Immune system

•

Systemic inflammation

•

Cardiovascular health

•

Lung health & smoking

•

Dental health

•

Skin health

•

Overweight & weight management

•

Quality of Life

•

Sports

Since Juice PLUS+ is a food product, for legal
reasons no disease-specific end-point studies,
which are typical in medical research, can be
carried out. Therefore the focus of the Juice PLUS+
studies is the reproduction of known effects of
fruit and vegetables on specific biomarkers by
optimising nutrition with Juice PLUS+.
In this context we would like to mention in
particular a review of studies with fruit and vegetable juice concentrates that was carried out at the
University of Toronto, Canada (Esfahani 2012).
Of 22 studies reviewed, 20 were carried out with
Juice PLUS+! Esfahani thereby clearly illustrated
the potential health benefits of taking Juice PLUS+.
In this synopsis we present an overview
of the results obtained in the Juice PLUS+ research.
For further info about the studies go to:
juiceplus.co.uk > Science
juiceplus.ie > Science
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SYSTEMIC
INFLAMMATION

BIOAVAILABILITY
The bioavailability of a product is a basic necessity and precondition for its efficacy. For the most
part, the bioavailability of a product is taken for
granted, but even in natural foods the use of micronutrients can be partially deficient! For this reason
research on this issue is of particular relevance.
The bioavailability of the nutrients in Juice
PLUS+ has been examined in various clinical
studies. Almost 20 studies show that different
phytonutrients found in Juice PLUS+ increase in
the blood when the product is taken, for example:
beta-carotene, beta-cryptoxanthin, lutein, zeaxanthin, lycopene; folate; vitamin C; and, tocopherols
including alpha-tocopherol (vitamin E).
These studies have lasted from as little as seven
days to as long as two years.
You can find statements on the bioavailability of
Juice PLUS+ in the following publications:
Canas 2012, Kawashima 2007, Kiefer 2004,
Samman 2003, Leeds 2000, Wise 1996.

A further aspect in this context is the systemic
inflammatory load. Recent findings show unequivocally that chronic and systemic inflammatory processes are associated with cardiovascular
disease and cancer. Elevated markers of inflammation are found e.g. in metabolic syndrome and
obesity.
Fruit and vegetables have been shown to
reduce markers of inflammation and, through this
mechanism, probably have a positive influence on
the above-mentioned diseases of civilisation.
Scientists at the University of South Carolina
have studied the possibility of a reduction in
the biomarkers of systemic inflammation by means
of Juice PLUS+ (Jin 2010). After just two months’
use of Juice PLUS+ there was a significant
reduction in the blood concentrations of various
important inflammatory biomarkers in healthy
adults, which the authors interpreted as a potential
benefit of taking Juice PLUS+.
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OXIDATIVE STRESS
AND CELL PROTECTION
The role of free radicals – or reactive oxygen species
(ROS) – in the development of disease has been the
subject of intensive investigations for many years.
Many disorders, such as cardiovascular diseases,
cancer, degenerative and chronic inflammatory
diseases, certain neurological diseases such as
Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s syndrome,
damage to the immune system, and premature ageing are associated with ROS. However, ROS are not
to be seen as negative per se – many physiological
processes are dependent on the presence of ROS.
But it is a question of balance, and if this is disturbed, then a state of oxidative stress is said to exist,
in which ROS get out of control with the result that
cell components, such as the cell membrane, mitochondria and – particularly important – the cell
nucleus with its genetic information, become damaged. Further objects of oxidative damage are proteins and lipids (e.g. LDL cholesterol, which is
responsible for the development of atherosclerosis
in its oxidised state only).
The consequences of this damage may be
expressed as a disturbance of cell function and cell
death (with corresponding manifestation as an
organic disease) or also as genetic mutations, which
may lead to malignant degeneration.
Protection by both exogenous nutritive and
endogenous enzymatic elements, and thus the
avoidance of oxidative stress, is a basic measure.

The effects of Juice PLUS+ on various markers of
oxidative stress have been investigated in several
clinical studies. They have shown that Juice PLUS+
significantly reduces the oxidation of proteins and
lipids as well as damage to the DNA. The decrease
in oxidized LDL cholesterol resulting from the ingestion of Juice PLUS+ was demonstrated at the University of Milan (Novembrino 2011).
A study carried out at the University of South
Carolina confirms that Juice PLUS+ protects the
DNA of healthy adults (Cui 2012), as already
observed in elderly people by researchers at
Brigham Young University (Smith 1999) and in
younger adults by researchers at the University of
Florida (Nantz 2006). Further publications in the
field of oxidative stress include, among others:
Esfahani 2011, Goldfarb 2011, Lamprecht 2007
and 2009, Kawashima 2007, Bamonti 2006,
Bloomer 2006.
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IMMUNE SYSTEM
The immune system is a key system for preserving
the body’s health. Maintaining and promoting this
system is therefore an important approach in this
direction. Fruit and vegetables are known to have a
moderate immune enhancing effect.
In addition, as already pointed out above, oxidative stress is associated with damage to the
immune system. Fruit and vegetables thus have a
very major role to play in this context.
The effect of Juice PLUS+ on the immune
system has been examined in various clinical
studies. All of them have shown that Juice PLUS+
strengthens and substantially supports the body’s
normal defences. In one study carried out by
researchers at Charité University Medical Centre in
Berlin, clinic staff in direct contact with patients
were monitored during the cold winter season.
Subjects taking Juice PLUS+ showed a significant
20 per cent decrease in the duration of moderate
and severe cold symptoms resulting from infections
of the upper respiratory tract (Roll 2011).
Further studies in this area have been published
by Lamprecht 2007, Nantz 2006 and Inserra 1999.
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CARDIOVASCULAR
HEALTH
Circulatory disorders are responsible for most
degenerative diseases and account for over 50%
of the causes of death.
Diverse risk factors play a role here, which
may be positively influenced by lifestyle factors
such as nutrition and exercise. Known risk factors
are homocysteine, oxidized LDL cholesterol, hyperlipidaemia and elevated parameters of inflammation, to name just a few.
A decrease in elevated homocysteine levels and
protection against oxidation of LDL cholesterol
are therefore important objectives to reduce the
risk of atherosclerosis. The optimisation of nutrition
is an essential approach here.
Endothelial dysfunction is another subject of
research in relation to cardiovascular diseases
today. This is a condition of multicausal origin, to
which lifestyle factors such as nicotine abuse,
nutritional status and lack of exercise are conducive, as are diseases such as diabetes, hypertension and hyperlipidaemia. All these individual
factors are in turn triggers for increased oxidative
stress, which likewise seems to play a key role in the
pathogenesis of endothelial dysfunction.
Various clinical studies have researched the
effect of Juice PLUS+ on the above-mentioned indicators of cardiovascular health.
A study involving smokers at the University of
Milan in Italy found a reduction of oxidized LDL
cholesterol (Novembrino 2011).

Studies with homocysteine showed that Juice
PLUS+ helps to lower the concentration of
this potentially harmful amino acid in the blood
(Samman 2003, Panunzio 2003). Researchers
at the Vanderbilt University School of Medicine
found that the ingestion of Juice PLUS+ had a
positive effect on the blood pressure of subjects in
their study (Houston 2007). A further study carried
out at the University of Maryland School of
Medicine concluded that arteries preserve their
elasticity thanks to Juice PLUS+, even after high-fat
meals (Plotnick 2003).
Further publications in this field are Ather 2011 and
Esfahani 2011.
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LUNG HEALTH
& SMOKING
Smoking is probably the highest single risk factor
for a large number of serious chronic diseases.
Therefore, it can be safely said that the only truly
expedient measure is to stop smoking. Positive
effects are recognisable, immaterial of how old the
individual is, or how long he or she has smoked.
Nevertheless, this still raises the question of
treating smokers with nutritional medicine to minimise the damage, e.g. caused by oxidative stress
and cell damage, and to positively affect the preexisting damage. The generally known interventional studies with synthetic vitamins, in part high
dose (ATBC and CARET), did not result in any
reduction in the risk of cancer. On the contrary, the
risk of cancer actually increased.
Studies with smokers given Juice PLUS+ showed
that this leads to a reduction in oxidative stress
parameters (free malondialdehyde and oxidised
LDL cholesterol) (Novembrino 2011). Furthermore,
positive changes in a number of pulmonary function parameters (forced expiratory flow FEF25,
CO diffusion DLCO/VA) and a reduction in homocysteine could be measured (Bamonti 2013).

DENTAL HEALTH
Chronic parodontitis contributes not only to premature loss of teeth, but also largely to systemic,
chronic inflammatory processes with all their negative consequences (see page 17).
It has become known from diverse observations
of dentists that Juice PLUS+ has a positive effect on
various aspects of dental health. These include in
particular the healing process after tooth extractions, implantology and support of parodontological treatment.
After three months of taking Juice PLUS+ adults
with chronic parodontitis in a clinical study at the
University of Birmingham, UK, showed not only
the positive results of non-surgical standard
therapy in the Juice PLUS+ group, but also a
further advantage both in the pocket depth reduction and in the measurement of increased connective tissue and of gingival bleeding and plaque
(Chapple 2011).
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SKIN HEALTH
Experience has shown that a diet rich in fruit and
vegetables has a positive effect on the skin.
Phytonutrients such as carotenoids (e.g. from
carrots and tomatoes) and polyphenols (e.g. from
berries, but also from green tea and cocoa) are
stored in the skin, where they exert physiological
effects. These include, for example, improvement
in the surface structure, the density and thickness
of the skin and microcirculation.
A 12-week clinical study in healthy middle-aged
women at the University of Witten-Herdecke in
Germany shows that Juice PLUS+ increases the
capillary circulation of the skin by 39 per cent
(De Spirt 2012). Juice PLUS+ also improved the
hydration, thickness and density of the skin.

OVERWEIGHT
& WEIGHT MANAGEMENT
At this point, we would like to explain briefly
how overweight individuals can benefit from Juice
PLUS+ capsules.
The metabolism in overweight individuals is
marked by conspicuous changes in oxidative
stress and inflammatory parameters. Both factors
are linked with the metabolic syndrome and insulin
resistance.
A study on this subject conducted in healthy
overweight and premenopausal females at the
Medical University of Graz in Austria revealed
positive changes (reduction in TNF-alpha, total
oxidation status TOS, oxidised LDL cholesterol and
carbonyl proteins) (Lamprecht 2013).
Furthermore, Juice PLUS+ also positively
affected the microcirculation of the skin.
These results, together with the fact that the
overweight rapidly suffer a micronutrient deficit
due to the hypocaloric diet when losing weight,
show that taking Juice PLUS+ capsules perfectly
complement a weight management programme.
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QUALITY OF LIFE
A good supply of all essential nutrients is crucial
to the quality of life. Especially after a serious illness,
the right qualitative and quantitative composition
of food is essential for rapid and complete regeneration. To what extent Juice PLUS+ products
can make a difference in this regard is shown by a
study carried out at the M. D. Andersen Cancer
Center of the University of Texas, USA, in women
who have survived ovarian cancer (Paxton 2012).
For ethical reasons two different nutrition regimens
were compared with each other (therefore a placebo controlled design was not applicable). While
results in the Juice PLUS+ group (a combination
of the 5-a-day diet with Juice PLUS+ capsules and
a protein rich Juice PLUS+ shake) were at least as
good as in the group receiving the Women’s Healthy
Eating and Living (WHEL) regimen with 10 portions
of fruits and vegetables per day, in terms of protein
supply the results were even better.
The researchers concluded that Juice PLUS+
can bridge the gap for women who are not able to
consume a high amount of fruits and vegetables a
day.

SPORTS
Comprehensive support in competitive sports is no
longer conceivable without optimised nutrition.
The primary objectives here vary considerably and
include not only an adequate supply of all essential
nutrients, but also the reduction of risk in relation
to frequently occurring virus infections.
So it is not about directly increasing performance, but about indirectly avoiding infections
and improving regeneration by optimising health
in order to maintain the level of training at a constant high level without unwanted interruptions.
The aspects described above (oxidative stress,
systemic inflammation and cardiovascular health)
again play a role here.
Various clinical studies in athletes and people
who are physically very active have been carried
out with Juice PLUS+, and show a reduction in the
biomarkers of oxidative stress (Lamprecht 2007
and 2009, Bloomer 2006, and Goldfarb 2011)
and also a decrease in illness-related interruptions
(Lamprecht 2007).
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RESEARCH UNDERWAY
The Juice PLUS+ COMPANY leads the way and systematically continues to acquire new insights
into its products through independent research. The following table provides a brief overview of
these projects:
Researchers from…

…investigated the effects of Juice PLUS+ on:

Wake Forest University, funded by
the National Cancer Institute of the
National Institutes of Health, USA*

Nutritional status and various markers of cell health in
patients following treatment of head and neck tumours

University of Würzburg, Germany, University of
Birmingham, England, Academic Centre of Dentistry
Amsterdam, The Netherlands*

Periodontal (gum) health

University of Birmingham, England*

Wound healing after wisdom tooth extraction

Medical University of Graz, Austria

Oxidative stress in obese women

* Randomised, double-blind and placebo-controlled study

CONCLUSIONS
Results of studies to date clearly show that Juice PLUS+ fruit, berry and vegetable powders offer both
very high bioavailability and also positive effects on key aspects of metabolism. The innumerable
phytonutrients play a crucial role here. In Juice PLUS+ micronutrients – such as vitamins and other
plant-based nutrients – are an integral part of the natural setting of a large orchestra of innumerable
and in part highly active phytonutrients.
The breadth of results already available merits particular attention. The diversity of effects clearly shows
that Juice PLUS+ is not to be confused with a drug. Most therapeutic agents act selectively on specific
mechanisms and their use is therefore always indication-specific. By optimising nutrition, a food
supplement such as Juice PLUS+ leads to diverse positive effects that can only be explained through an
optimisation of the body’s own systems. This underlines the health-maintaining and promoting value of
Juice PLUS+.
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